Imagine being able to add

As Many As You Want
As Quickly As You Want

Security

dinServer is a hosted virtual server offering from dinCloud, a
cloud transformation company. dinCloud provides our
customers with a complete virtual private datacenter—an
encapsulated environment with your own private virtual
servers, private virtual firewalls, private virtual network and
private virtual storage. This unique industry offering,
coupled with our ability to establish private links to your
existing data center, provides you with an unparalleled level
of security that is unmatched by anyone in the industry.

Control

Management in the cloud means nothing if you cannot
self-manage. Take control so internal resolutions are within
minutes rather than hours. With dinManage, a cloud orchestration and management platform, you hold the keys.
Spin-up, spin-down or adjust configurations including
memory, storage, compute, and applications. Plus, with no
data transfer fees or other hidden fees, you won’t feel
unnatural factors tugging at you. It’s uncompromising
control.

Performance

Performance? Imagine having the controls in your hands to
add CPU compute and RAM at your whim. Not only are
additional resources available on demand but you can be
assured that you are correctly sized for what you need. No
more over-buying. dinCloud is built with cloud in mind –
connectivity with InfiBand datacenter fabric (Intel) and a
single pane of glass to spin up, spin down, and manage your
infrastructure.

Flexibility
dinCloud can assist customers with deployment of
software or applications through our Professional
Services network.

Cloud transformation is about future-proofing. dinCloud
helps you get into the cloud rapidly through our business
provisioning services. But you want flexibility, right? That’s
why our hypervisor agnostic design allows you to move out
too. Want the option to go to a private cloud? No problem.
Flexibility is also about agility. With dinCloud, speed
time-to-market to get new products out and enable new
CEO initiatives faster than expected.

We provide TCO and ROI analyses of moving to a hosted
virtual server provider. Contact our cloud specialist for details
regarding monthly and annual subscriptions. dinCloud
provides a guaranteed 99.999% up-time.
The future is amazing, and dincloud will help you transition into it.
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